
KNITTING PATTERN

Tessa
Bathmat

Design: Anneliesl Knitwear Design | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
4 skeins of Ribbon color Light Sand (21)
1 skein of Rainbow Cotton 8/8 in each of
the following colors (10 in total):
Apricot (065), Dusty Bluegreen (079), Light
Green (019), Light Coral (050), Pink (045),
Ochre Yellow (082), Blue (031), Coral (051),
Pastel Mint (025), Lavender (038)

Circular needle 12 mm (US 17), 80 cm
(31.5”)
Crochet hook 12mm (US 17)

A piece of cardboard 5x10cm (2x4")

YARN QUALITY
Ribbon, Hobbii

100% Cotton
250g (8.8 oz) = 125m (137 yds)

Rainbow 8/8, Hobbii
50g (1.8 oz) = 75m (82 yds)

GAUGE
10 cm x 10 cm (4” x 4”) = 8st x13r

ABBREVIATIONS
K = knit
P = Purl
CO= Cast on
BO= Bind off
SC= Single crochet

SIZE
One size

MEASUREMENTS
Width: 60cm (23")
Length: 80cm (31")

PATTERN INFORMATION
This beautiful shower mat is knitted using only
knit stitches. A crochet edge gives it stability and
the tassels add a pop of color.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiitessa
#hobbiidesign

BUY THE YARN HERE
http://shop.hobbii.com/tessa-bathmat

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

INFO AND TIPS
After finishing the knitted square you crochet SC around the edge. The tassels are sewn on
at the end.

MAT
CO 60 stitches on 12mm (US 17) needles and knit every stitch until your piece measures 60 cm,
23". BO all of the stitches.
Using your 12mm (US 17) crochet hook: SC around the edge and make 2 SC in the corners. Make a
slip stitch in the first SC and cut the yarn. Sew in the ends.

TASSELS
The tassels are made out of Rainbow Cotton 8/8. Make 6 of every color.

Fold the cardboard into a 5x5cm (2x2") square.
-Cut two 15 cm (6") threads of yarn and place one of them in the fold of the cardboard.
-Grab one skein of yarn and wrap it 45 times around the cardboard, cut the yarn.
-Take the 15 cm (6") thread you placed in the fold and tie a knot on top of the wraps.
-Slip the unfinished tassel off of the cardboard and grab the other thread, wrap it around the
tassel, leave a space of 2 cm (0,8") to the top and tie a knot.

Attach the tassels to the bathmat in your preferred color order.

Enjoy!
Anne
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